Believe to Achieve
______________________________________________________________

MATHS HOMEWORK
Spring Second Half Term
Your teacher has left you some personalised tasks to work through on
MyMaths [school log in: bhprim and password angle].
Please complete the online homework tasks remembering to click on ‘Markit’
at the end of each page and to save the score when complete click the
‘Checkout’ button highlighted in the bottom left hand corner.

Here are five calculations.
A

12 × 12 − 10

B

13 × 13 − 20

C

14 × 14 − 40

D

15 × 15 − 80

E

16 × 16 − 160

Write the letter of the calculation that has the greatest answer.

...............................
Write the letter of the calculation that has the answer closest to 100.

...............................

Holly takes half an hour to walk from home to school.
She arrives at school at 8:25am.
At what time did she leave home?
am

Dev leaves school at half past three.
He arrives home at ten past four.
How many minutes did it take him to get home?
minutes
Five children grow pumpkins.
This bar chart shows how heavy their pumpkins are.

How much heavier is Joe’s pumpkin than Holly’s?
kg

What is the mass of Dev’s pumpkin to the nearest kilogram?
kg
The rule for this number sequence is
“double and subtract 1”
Write in the missing number.

Here is part of another sequence with the same rule.
Write in the missing number.

For each of these pairs, tick (

) the calculation that has the greater answer.

One has been done for you.

200 × 4

250 × 3

34 × 21

31 × 24

444 + 777

222 + 888

828 – 332

939 – 445

888 ÷ 4

777 ÷ 3

Race
Around the
Clock

Your child's x table for Race Around the Clock is
highlighted in the front of their reading record.

